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AN UNTAPPED INHERITANCE:
AMERICAN METHODISM AND WESLEY’S
PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
Randy L. Maddox
The title of this essay might seem rather eccentric to our larger project.
What does a suggested neglect of Wesley’s “practical theology” have to do with
contemporary United Methodism and its relation to American culture? Let me try
to answer that question by sketching the connections that led me to this topic.
I. The Contemporary Need 
for Recovering Practical Theology
A recurrent theme in recent analyses of North American culture is the
negative impact of pervasive individualism. This individualism is identified as a
primary cause of the demise of authentic expressions of community in North
American life, and such communal settings are judged essential to forming
persons committed to interpersonal responsibility in the public arena.1 Ironically,
this individualism is a progeny of the Enlightenment values of individual rights
and religious freedom—values that were central to the construction of cultural
alliances and structures in eighteenth-century North America. These values have
taken on a shape or power that now serves more to undermine truly communal
culture.
Those diagnosing the current malady have often championed religious
groups as one of the last hopes for providing microcontexts of true community
that can begin to restore in their members a commitment to the good of our larger
society.2 However, individualism has made its way into contemporary religious
life as well, fostering understandings of religious identity as simply a matter of
individual choices and of religious community as mere associations of like-
minded persons. Nowhere is this more evident than in the current splintering of 
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Christian communions into a variety of caucuses.3 This means that contemporary
North American Christian groups (including United Methodism) are not likely to
make the desired contribution to public culture until they recover more authentic
embodiments of character-forming communal life themselves.4
There is growing awareness that any adequate prescription for such a
recovery in Christian groups must include a central theological dimension. This is
because character is not a spontaneous achievement. Rather, the enduring basis of
our sense of ourselves in relation to others—hence, of our actions—is a “life
narrative” (or, more accurately, its implicit worldview and affectional
dispositions) that we derive from our communities-of-influence. This narrative
may be carefully transcribed into our being or haphazardly imbibed as we go
along, it may have a coherent plot or be a collage of ill-fitting episodes from vari-
ous storylines, it may be retained with little editing or be fundamentally rewritten;
whatever the case, its life-orienting influence remains.5 Precisely because of this
influence, it is incumbent upon Christian communities to evaluate the adequacy of
the narratives being instilled in their members, to shepherd the transcription of
their defining narrative, and to support their members’ ongoing personal critique,
clarification, and editing of life narratives. This task is central to what I am calling
“practical theology.”
But this primal theological task is precisely where mainline North
American churches, United Methodism included, are broadly judged as failing at
present.6 Part of this failure may be attributed to the way that political affirmation
of the personal right to choice in matters of religion has indirectly undermined the
ability of religious groups to call their members to theological or spiritual
accountability. However, another significant factor is that the mainline traditions
have acquiesced to a separation of serious theological activity from the life and
practice of their churches, restricting it to specialized disciplines in the academy.
The notion that theology is fundamentally a “practical” discipline of shepherding
formation of Christian character in the community of faith has become
increasingly foreign to both academy and church. As a result, pastors and people
have turned instead to secular therapists and managers for the “wisdom” to run
their lives and ministries. And this wisdom has served more to mediate the
individualism rampant in culture into the church than to assist the church in
forming persons who can discern and challenge this individualism.
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Against this background, it is a sign of hope that there is a growing chorus
of voices, both in the academy and beyond, calling for a changed understanding
and practice of theology as a practical discipline.7 One aspect of this call has been
the search for prior models to inform the contemporary development of such a
theology. I have suggested elsewhere that John Wesley could be one such
informative model.8 This suggestion was rendered problematic from the first by
the fact that it has been common for critics to dismiss both Wesley and the
movement that he founded as having no serious theological concern. Raising even
more suspicion was the broad tendency for Wesley’s professional theological
descendants to dismiss him as a theologian. At the time, I simply offset both of
these dismissals by the recognition that they were measuring Wesley unfavorably
in terms of the model of academic theology that was itself now being questioned.
It has since seemed to me that, if we are to recover something like Wesley’s
model of practical theology in our present context, it could be instructive to inves-
tigate more closely how and why his earlier American descendants left this
inheritance largely untapped. That is the goal of this essay.
II. Wesley’s Model of Practical Theology
To appreciate the progressive divergence of American Methodist
professional theological activity from the model of Wesley, it is necessary to have
a brief sketch of his model in mind. And to understand Wesley’s model, it is
helpful to set it in historical perspective.9
Christian theological activity originated in the pastoral context of
shepherding the formation of Christians for their lives in the world. In this pre-
university setting, theology took the primary form of a practical discipline
(scientia practica). This form involved a multi-layered understanding of the
nature of theology. In the most foundational sense, theology was the (usually
implicit) basic worldview that frames the disposition and practice of believers’
lives. This worldview is not simply bestowed with conversion, it has to be
developed. The concern to form and norm this worldview in believers constituted
the next major dimension of theology as a practical discipline. This concern took
most direct (i.e., first-order) expression in such theological activities as pastoral
shepherding and the production of formative materials like catechisms, liturgies,
and spiritual discipline manuals. These activities in turn frequently sparked
second-order theological reflection on such issues as 
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the grounding for, or interrelationships and consistency of, various theological
commitments. But even at this more abstract level early Christian theology
retained a practical focus, ultimately basing the most metaphysical reflections
about God on the life of faith and drawing from these reflections ethical and
soteriological implications. Likewise, while there has been need for apologetic
defense of the Christian faith from the beginning, it was initially supplemental to
the more formative theological tasks.
Beginning in the twelfth century, the social location of theology in
Western Christianity progressively shifted to the emerging universities. In this
new location some began to reformulate the nature and task of theology in terms
of the Aristotelian model of a theoretical science, which aims at assimilating
rationally-demonstrated and -ordered knowledge for its own sake. This model of
theology came to dominate the universities, and they came to dominate Western
theological debate and pastoral training. In the process, preparation of compre-
hensive textbooks (summae) of doctrinal claims for university education came to
be considered the most fundamental form of theological activity. Likewise, the
dominant concern of this activity shifted from interacting reciprocally with the
life and practice of the Christian community to achieving systematic coherence
among the topics included in the textbook. Thus it was that Systematic Theology
emerged as the standard of professional theological activity in the West. If it had
a close rival, it was Apologetics, which strove to defend the intellectual integrity
of Christian faith among the educated. This rivalry was usually overcome by
subsuming Apologetics into Systematics. By contrast, “practical theology” was
marginalized into an application discipline—reduced to relating the truths
previously established by Systematics to the spiritual life, the moral life, or
eventually just to the duties of pastors.
Such was the case, that is, with continental Western theology. Wesley’s
Anglican setting differed in some significant ways from these continental
developments.10 This difference was grounded in the Anglican decision not to
align with either Protestantism or Roman Catholicism, striving instead to embody
a “middle way” (via media). Anglican reformers were convinced that this could
best be accomplished by a recovery of the beliefs and practices of the undivided
church of the first four centuries. Among the impacts of their resulting intensive
study of Early Church writings was renewed influence of the assumptions of
theology as a practical discipline. As a prime example of this influence, 
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the official Anglican doctrinal expressions took the form of confessions or creeds
(The Thirty-Nine Articles), liturgies (the Book of Common Prayer), and
catechetical sermons (The Homilies). Influence of the pre-university model is also
reflected in the distrust Anglican theologians of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries held toward “systems”; they were more concerned to develop the
comprehensiveness of the creeds than to concentrate Christian doctrine into a
unifying core. And finally, the greater prominence of theology as a practical
discipline helped Anglican theology avoid the severity of the Orthodoxy/Pietism
split prominent in continental Protestantism (or the Scholastic/Monastic split in
Roman Catholicism). As a result, Wesley was trained in an academic setting that
was somewhat more successful than its continental counterpart in retaining the
interaction of doctrinal reflection and Christian life.
In light of his Anglican training, then, Wesley would not have understood
the defining task of theologians to be developing an elaborate system of Christian
truth-claims for the academy. This task was, instead, nurturing and shaping the
worldview that frames the temperament and practice of believers’ lives in the
world. Theologians will indeed engage in apologetic dialogues or in reflection on
doctrinal consistency, but ideally because—and to the extent that—these are in
service to their more central task. In keeping with its defining task, the primary
(or first-order) literary forms of theological activity for Wesley would not have
been Systematic Theologies or Apologetics, but carefully-crafted liturgies,
catechisms, hymns, sermons, and the like. And the quintessential practitioner of
first-order theology would not be a detached academic theologian, it would be the
pastor/theologian actively shepherding a community of faith in the world.
It was precisely this role of pastor/theologian which Wesley adopted as he
left the potential isolation of the academy to shepherd the people called
Methodists. For the next fifty years he was immersed in the practical-theological
task of struggling to discern the wisdom of the Christian tradition in light of the
realities and needs of his people’s lives, and to nurture their maturation in this
wisdom. This work was inevitably contextual and occasional, because of the
primacy devoted to the praxis of the Methodist societies (as both the stimulus and
the goal of his theological reflection). Yet this focus on praxis was at no expense
to the integrity or rigor of the theological task.11 Indeed, the seriousness with
which Wesley pursued this task is evidenced by the numerous practical-theo-
logical materials he left behind; besides his well-known 
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sermons, these include conference minutes, letters, controversial essays and
tracts, disciplinary guides for Christian life, spiritual biographies, his own journal,
and a range of edited creeds, liturgies, prayerbooks, bible study aids, hymnals,
catechisms, and devotional guides.
In light of his precedent, one might think that Wesley’s model of the goal
and the primary forms of theological activity would have defined subsequent
Methodist practice. As we shall see, this was not the case in professional circles,
even if echoes can be discerned at a more popular level. It bears considering at
this point whether there was something in Wesley’s own practice that helps
account for this fact.
One conceivable explanation for why Wesley’s model of theological
activity found few emulators among his Methodist descendants is that his
authorial and editorial work might be assumed to be appropriate only for founders
of new theological traditions. But, whatever his descendants may have come to
believe, such was surely not Wesley’s assumption! He insisted throughout his life
that he was not trying to found a new tradition, only to renew Anglicanism. He
surely believed that his many practical-theological activities were fitting for any
Anglican priest. As he reminded his brother, the work of ordained clergy was
much more than simply preaching, it was shepherding the spiritual transformation
of those under their care.12 And he stressed that, to meet this task, every
clergyperson must accept and prepare for their role as a “divine” (theologian).13
While this role may not always require producing new liturgies, catechisms,
hymns, and so on, it would certainly involve theological discernment in the
selection, revision, and use of such materials—along with careful preaching and
pastoral care—as pastors seek to nurture authentic Christian character among
those in their charge.
While this first explanation is questionable, there were two characteristics
of the initial Methodist movement that more likely hindered Wesley’s model of
practical-theological activity from passing to his descendants. The first of these
characteristics was the division of duties that Wesley was forced to make in his
movement between priests, preachers, and pastors. Only a handful of ordained
parish priests joined the Wesley brothers in their efforts to renew the Anglican
church. As a result, John soon began to recruit and appoint traveling lay preachers
to spread the Methodist work. While he staunchly defended the right of these
unordained itinerants to preach, he conceded their exclusion from the sacramental
(and most liturgical and catechetical) aspects of the ministry of the priest. The
other limitation of the lay preachers was pre-
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cisely that they were constantly traveling, which meant they could not provide
regular pastoral care and supervision for the Methodist societies. Since the local
Anglican priest was seldom sympathetic, Wesley developed an organization of
lay “helpers” and class leaders to fulfill major components of this task of pastor.
The combination of Wesley’s two innovations had the potential of helping to
recover the shared role of the entire Body of Christ in ministry. But it also had the
immediate effect of eliminating almost all candidates for him to mentor in the full
range of the ministry of pastor/theologian that he saw as the standard for ordained
clergy.
The second relevant characteristic is connected to the first. As laity, the
majority of Wesley’s preachers lacked formal theological training. This created
the danger of theological deviation in the movement. Wesley’s immediate
response was to prescribe an ambitious course of study for all lay preachers. But
he also led the Conference to adopt a rule that no preacher could publish books,
hymns, or any other theological works, without Conference (i.e., Wesley’s)
approval.14 Viewed positively, this rule provided for discernment concerning
which practical-theological materials would have formative impact on the
Methodist societies. But there are also hints of the more questionable motive of
censorship—to keep potential ammunition out of the hands of Methodism’s
critics. In either case, the effect was to prevent most of Wesley’s “apprentices”
from emulating his literary forms of theological activity.
In light of these two characteristics, it is significant that one of the few
associates that Wesley did encourage to publish (besides his brother Charles) was
John Fletcher. Fletcher had taken theological training in Geneva before immi-
grating from France to England and taking ordination as an Anglican priest.15
Reflecting the continental model of his training, Fletcher’s theological writings
were devoted almost entirely to rigorous apologetics for the Wesleyan Methodist
positions on cooperant grace and entire sanctification. Wesley valued these
apologetics as an important supplement to his own practical-theological activity.
By contrast, American Methodists would soon make them the standard for
serious theological activity, and judge Wesley’s works as inferior in comparison.
III. American Methodism and Wesley’s Practical Theology
This point sets the stage for the central task of this paper—sketching the
progressive divergence of dominant American Methodist assump-
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tions about the primary purpose, forms, and social location of theological activity
from the model of Wesley, and pondering the causes of this divergence. In
keeping with the focus of our larger project, I will concentrate attention on those
branches of Methodism leading into the present United Methodist Church. These
include most directly the Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC), Methodist
Protestant Church (MPC), Methodist Episcopal Church South (MECS), and their
later union into the Methodist Church (MC). The broader “Methodist” branches
of the Evangelical Association (EA) and the United Brethren Church (UBC) will
also be considered as appropriate.16
A. Separation from an Anglican Context
The beginnings of American Methodism are intricately intertwined with
the extended ministry of Francis Asbury, from his appointment as the first
superintendent in 1772 until his death in 1816. Asbury was without question the
most immediate mentor of the first generation of American preachers. His
influence in this capacity, in specific regard to Wesley’s model of theological
activity, must be judged ambivalent.
On the one hand, Asbury valued Wesley’s basic theological stance. He
praised Wesley’s works for the spirituality they conveyed, and even called him
the “most respectable divine since the primitive ages.”17 Yet, as this quote
suggests, Wesley’s theological writings were for Asbury more the “standards”
provided by an esteemed founder than a model to be emulated. When this attitude
is combined with his lack of formal theological education, it is not surprising that
Asbury made little attempt to publish first-order theological materials himself.
While he embodied some dimensions of Wesley’s model of pastor/theologian, he
voluntarily renounced most dimensions that involved literary expression, and
enforced on his American preachers the controls over publication that Wesley had
established.18
Even more important to our story is the way that Asbury participated in
the separation of early American Methodism from the theological context of its
origin. The beginnings of this separation are epitomized in Asbury’s decision to
ignore Wesley’s orders and remain with the American colonists during their
revolt against British control. The political freedom from England won in that
revolt was soon emulated by the organization of the Methodist movement in the
new United States as a distinct denomination, severing all connections with
Anglicanism. Even dependence upon Wesley was downplayed for a 
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while, reflecting the Americans’ disappointment with his lack of support for their
revolutionary cause.19 Among the impacts of this process of cutting attachments
was the devaluation of at least three forms of typical Anglican theological activity
that had been central to Wesley’s model. 
1. Liturgy. No form of theological activity received more attention, or
was the scene of more debate, in Anglicanism than the development of the
standard liturgy in the Book of Common Prayer. Wesley valued the practical-
theological role of this resource so highly that one of the few items he prepared
specifically for the new American church was a carefully edited version, the
Sunday Service. The American Methodists barely acknowledged this resource,
laying it aside in 1792 in favor of a minimal order of worship that continued the
“freedom” which had characterized their society meetings. While this “free”
worship had an implicit liturgy, there is little evidence of careful pastoral
consideration and crafting of its formative impact. Indeed, when there were
suggestions in the MEC near the end of the nineteenth century of reappropriating
Wesley’s Sunday Service; the typical response could conceive of no benefit for
true religion from liturgy, only its likelihood of stifling the “life” of the worship
service.20 Calls for recovering more formal liturgy in worship did increase with
time, though the motivation was not always a conviction of its vital role in
shaping Christian character (a common rationale was the concern that Methodists
were losing their more sophisticated urban members to the Episcopalians!).21
Only in the 1940s did the MC return to Wesley’s precedent and engage in the
practical-theological task of crafting a new Book of Worship for Church and
Home.22 The extent to which individual pastors have viewed their use (or
neglect!) of this and subsequent resources as an exercise in practical-theological
judgment remains an open question.
2. Creeds. A second major form of Anglican theological activity was
determination of a creed that could adequately articulate their distinctive
understanding of Christian faith and practice (i.e., the narrative they hoped to
instill in their members). Once again, Wesley valued this resource enough to
engage in the practical-theological work of producing an edited version for the
new American church. Unlike the Sunday Service, the American Methodists
adopted Wesley’s proposed “Articles of Religion” with little question or altera-
tion. Indeed, they established a stringent restriction on any attempt to revise the
Articles at the 1808 General Conference. Whatever the benefits of this move, it
has effec-
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tively stifled the occasional stirrings among American Methodists to take up the
practical-theological task of reworking their established creed to make it more
adequate or appropriate.23
3. Sermons. The third relevant form of Anglican theological activity was
production of a standard set of homilies, which stands in some analogy with the
emphasis in the Early Church on catechetical sermons. The major difference was
that the Anglican Homilies were designed primarily as templates for clergy who
lacked sufficient training for reliable doctrinal preaching. Wesley bridged this
difference in his activity of circulating his written sermons among his societies,
since his purpose was to provide for the practical-theological sustenance and
formation of both his lay preachers and the general membership.24
The required reading of Wesley’s sermons conveyed to early American
Methodist preachers some of his assumption that sermons were a serious form of
theological activity. Thus, when the Methodist Review began publication in 1818,
it included a section called “Divinity” that was typically devoted to a sermon. But
this section was discontinued in 1830, an event foreshadowed by calls for more
systematic study of theology in early issues of the journal.25 Perhaps in protest of
this discontinuance, an independent monthly publication of Methodist sermons to
serve as expressions of “sound divinity” was launched the same year.26 The fact
that this venture folded within four years suggests that Abel Stevens was more
representative of the emerging American attitude in his fiery 1852 series of essays
exhorting Methodist preachers to continue the totally extemporaneous preaching
of the Early Church, which (he believed) was freed from all “sham art” of
Dogmatic Theology.27
Notably, Stevens never discussed Wesley’s sermons in his series! Even a
more sedate work by Daniel Kidder a decade later, which would become the first
broadly-assigned text on homiletics for Methodist preachers, and which showed
more appreciation for doctrinal discourse than Stevens, paid little attention to
Wesley’s sermons as models. Kidder commended Wesley’s sermons only for
their didactic value, while praising the more extemporaneous sermons of Fletcher
as the model for a blessed ministry.28 It was not far from Kidder to the next
widely-assigned text on homiletics for Methodist preachers, which began with the
motto: “In preaching, the thing of least consequence is the sermon.”29 The
conception of preaching, or published sermons, as centrally concerned with
theological formation was fading fast! Indeed, 
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by 1905 the reviewer of a book on the doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the Methodist
Quarterly Review found it necessary to say that his observation that the book was
a series of sermons was not meant as a disparagement.30
B. Formation in the Crucible of Calvinist Debates
If severing their Anglican connections distanced American Methodists
from some forms of Wesley’s practical-theological activity, their resulting
independent status reinforced the tendency to disregard Wesley’s model of
theology. This is because the move to independence required them to interact
even more with their pluralistic theological setting. Within this pluralism, most
major non-Methodist voices inclined toward one form or another of the Reformed
theological tradition. This was particularly true of voices prominent in the
religious press and theological education. As a result, Methodist theological
attention was increasingly focused on issues resulting from internal Reformed
influence and external Reformed critiques. For example, the presence of
Reformed alternatives helped fuel internal dissension over the decision to retain
episcopal polity, provoking some of the first indigenous publications by American
Methodists (and the eventual MPC split).31 Even clearer is the way that Reformed
critique provoked Methodist apologies for their message of God’s universally-
available saving grace and the vital human role in responding to that grace. The
first doctrinal monograph by an American author published by the MEC book
agents (in 1813) was devoted to this agenda, and it remained one of the most
frequent subjects of publications through the next fifty years.32 
Such prominence of controversial dialogue with their Reformed neighbors
inevitably affected the development of nineteenth-century American Methodist
theology. My focus remains on the ways that it affected the professional practice
and forms of this theology. But to explain this affect, I need to point out a subtle
change from Wesley in some basic assumptions of American Methodist theology,
a change that arose directly through debates with the Calvinists.
1. Change in Moral Psychology. The change to which I am referring
concerns the assumptions that one makes about how humans are motivated to
make moral choices and are enabled to put those choices into action, issues
discussed under the heading “moral psychology.” Much of Christian tradition has
been dominated by an intellectualist stance on 
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this issue—conceiving virtue as primarily a matter of reason suppressing the
distractions of the (irrational) passions in order to effect morally free and correct
acts of will. Such assumptions reigned in early Anglican moral thought, but the
eighteenth century witnessed an aggressive challenge to them.33 This challenge
drew upon such diverse currents as the empiricist turn in English philosophy and
pietist reactions to deistic reductions of religion to mere reverence for the truths
of natural revelation and reason. What these diverse streams held in common was
the insistence that reason alone was not sufficient to motivate or enable moral
action (or spiritual life). Their alternative highlighted the indispensable role of our
affections or passions in engaging our will and inclining it toward specific
actions. Importantly, they insisted that these affections are not simply
epiphenomena of rational choices, they are an independent aspect of the human
psyche.
Wesley joined those who were turning from the reigning intellectualist
moral psychology in preference of a model which had a deep appreciation for the
contribution of the affections to human willing.34 As one expression of this, his
anthropology directly equated the human “will” with the affections. In their ideal
form, on Wesley’s understanding, the affections integrate the rational and
emotional dimensions of human life into a holistic inclination toward particular
choices or acts. Moreover, while provocative of human action, the affections have
a crucial receptive dimension as well. They are not self-causative, but are
awakened and thrive in response to experience of external reality. In particular, it
is only in response to our experience of God’s gracious love for us, shed abroad in
our hearts by the Holy Spirit, that the human affection of love for God and others
is awakened. This grounds our holiness and salvation in God’s gracious
prevenience. But it also leaves a place for our integrity, since our initial
experience of God’s love awakens in us only the “seed” of every virtue. These
seeds mature and take shape as we responsively “grow in grace.”
One way to describe such responsive growth is that our affections are
progressively habituated into enduring dispositions. Wesley appreciated the way
in which such habituated affections brought greater consistency to human action.
Yet, he was also aware that some contemporary advocates of an “affectional”
moral psychology (particularly David Hume) portrayed the impact of the
affections on our actions as deterministic, thereby undermining human freedom.
To avoid such implications Wesley carefully distinguished the human faculty of
liberty from 
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the will. He understood liberty as our capacity to enact (or refuse to enact!) our
desires and inclinations. This capacity allowed him to insist on the crucial contri-
bution of the affections to human willing without rendering such willing totally
determined.
Whatever it’s merits, Wesley’s response to Hume’s determinism was
destined to have far less influence than that of Thomas Reid. Wesley had
developed an alternative form of affectional moral psychology, while Reid
championed a repristinated intellectualist moral psychology.35 Central to Reid’s
argument with Hume was the insistence that the psychological faculty of the will
should not be identified with the affections, but was instead our unconstrained
rational ability to choose between (or suppress) the various stimuli that motivate
us toward action. The importance of Reid to our topic is the breadth with which
his response to Hume was adopted in American circles to critique the theological
expression of a deterministic affectional moral psychology in Jonathan Edwards.
Even revisionist Calvinists turned to Reid in their search for a more
“compatibilist” account of the relation of Divine foreordination and human action
than that of Edwards.36 This makes it less of a surprise that early American
Methodist attempts to articulate their “noncompatibilist” defense of human
integrity against all Calvinist camps also invoked Reid’s intellectualist
assumptions.37 Opposition to determinism had become so identified with Reid’s
approach in their setting that they failed to recognize that Wesley’s understanding
of human action and liberty had been framed instead within an affectional moral
psychology.38
2. Intellectualist Model of Religion. Whether conscious or not, the
American Methodist rejection of Wesley’s affectional moral psychology in favor
of the intellectualist alternative had a critical impact on their other theological
assumptions. The most relevant case is the nature of religion. In keeping with his
psychology, Wesley understood religion to be most properly a matter of the
affections; in particular, true religion was epitomized in holy tempers (i.e.,
dispositions) towards God and other persons.39 To put an edge on this point, he
once argued that “orthodoxy, or right opinions, is, at best, but a very slender part
of religion, if it can be allowed to be any part of it at all.”40 This polemical claim
must not be overplayed.41 Wesley’s contention was simply that mere intellectual
assent will not lead to holy living, because human actions spring more properly
from the affections. He was not intending to suggest a total disjunction between
intellectual understanding and 
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the affections. In fact, he was quite willing to agree that right opinions generally
help promote the development of holy tempers. What he rejected was any
intimation that only right opinions can contribute to this development, or that
proper affectional disposition is a simple reflex of proper intellectual belief.
It was precisely such intimations that became increasingly common
among Wesley’s American descendants. In keeping with their adopted moral
psychology, nineteenth-century theologians broadly portrayed the affections as
inherently irrational, needing regulation by the more primary human faculty of the
understanding. On these terms, the essence of religion became the intellectual
truth that it delivers. Likewise, proper affectional disposition and correct action
became mere reflexive functions of being intellectually persuaded of this truth.42
One can easily wonder how early American Methodist theologians could
appropriate this intellectualist model of religion so broadly, in the face of
Wesley’s pointed critiques of it. Part of the answer is to recognize that these
critiques were contextualized in Wesley himself. His overall view of reason is
quite positive. Far from portraying it as demonic, he continually praised the
benefits that reason brings to the religious life. He simply insisted that one must
also acknowledge its limits.43 As such, the move from Wesley toward an intellec-
tualist emphasis was one of degrees, not total reversal; proponents had only to
diminish the limitations of reason.
This move was made easier for American Methodists by the fact that John
Fletcher was already sounding a more intellectualist note (perhaps reflecting his
continental training). While Fletcher could repeat Wesley’s affectional language,
he more typically gravitated to a model of the will as the power of rational self-
determination, exercised to control the affections and other irrational
motivations.44 The corollary of this was that Fletcher identified intellectual belief
as the ultimate principle of all human action, and contended that if we can change
a person’s assent from a lie to the truth, that person’s dispositions and actions will
automatically follow suit.45 The importance of Fletcher to our story is that his
writings were given a place directly alongside those of Wesley from the
beginning in American Methodism. In fact, they took on greater prominence than
Wesley’s works in the specific debate with Calvinism.46 Thereby, they legitimated
the intellectualist model of religion as “Methodist.”
If Fletcher’s lone voice threatened to offset Wesley’s affectional model 
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of religion, imagine the impact of a chorus of voices in agreement with Fletcher!
That is exactly what the typical Methodist preacher encountered in his theological
training as the nineteenth century progressed. Various components contributed to
this chorus, but its core was the textbooks for the nineteenth-century discipline of
moral philosophy that were assigned reading. These texts unanimously adopted,
and systematically defended, the intellectualist moral psychology of Reid and his
disciples (with its attendant implications for the nature of religion).47 It was
understandably hard for the affirmations of an affectional model scattered through
Wesley’s various practical-theological writings to be heard over the regimented
harmony of these texts.
3. Emergence of Methodist Scholasticism. How did the moral
psychology that American Methodist theologians were appropriating through
their debates with the Calvinists reinforce the tendency to dismiss Wesley’s
model of practical theology? The current intellectualist model of religion included
certain assumptions about the forms and methods of theological activity necessary
for providing the requisite rational assurance that one’s beliefs are true. A good
indication of these assumptions can be gained by considering a Calvinist critique
of initial American Methodist theological publications. In an address to the 1852
Presbyterian General Assembly, E.P. Humphrey argued that Methodist theology
was unworthy of serious consideration because it
... has yet to be reduced to a systematic and logical form. ... We have its
brief and informal creed in some five and twenty articles; but where is its
complete confession of faith, in thirty or forty chapters? ... Where is its
whole body of divinity, from under the hand of a master, sharply
defining its terms, accurately stating its belief, laying down the
conclusions logically involved therein, trying these conclusions, no less
than their premises, by the Word of God, refuting objections, and adjust-
ing all its parts into a consistent and systematical whole?48
What Humphrey was here assuming as the standard against which
Methodist theology came up short is a scholastic theology—i.e., a textbook that
provides a comprehensive and carefully organized survey of a tradition’s truth
claims, defends any controverted claims polemically, and provides rational
grounding for the whole. Wesley had not provided such a work for his Methodist
people. His American descendants could have taken this as warrant to question
the preeminence being given this specific form of theological activity by their
critics, but 
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few did so.49 Their adopted intellectualist model inclined most instead to consider
the lack of such a resource a major deficiency in Methodist theology.50
It was not long before some brave souls set out to fill this deficiency. The
trailblazer was Richard Watson, who published his multi-volume Theological
Institutes in 1825–28.51 While Watson was a British Methodist, he is relevant to
this study because his Institutes was the most common theology text on the course
of study for elders across the breadth of American Methodism from its
introduction in 1830 through most the remainder of the nineteenth century.52 Part
of the reason for this enduring place was that Watson resonated with the
intellectualist conviction spreading in American Methodism. He too had opted for
an intellectualist moral psychology (apparently drawing on Reid) when searching
for an alternative to Edwards’ deterministic account of the affections.53 The
resulting scholastic character of his theology is evident already in the subtitle: “A
View of the Evidences, Doctrines, Morals, and Institutions of Christianity.” The
drive for comprehensiveness is obvious. Also striking is the leading role for
“evidences.” The work opens with a rational apologetic for belief in God and
acceptance of Christian revelation, clearly assuming that these foundations must
be established before consideration of the Christian worldview itself can begin.
Finally, the work is punctuated throughout with polemic defenses of disputed
Methodist claims.
While Watson was rapidly and broadly embraced in American
Methodism, there were a few who expressed reservations. For example, there was
some debate whether Watson’s “evidences” leaned too heavily on providing
rational justification for accepting Christian scripture as revelatory, or not heavily
enough.54 There was also an occasional complaint about the amount of polemical
argumentation in such a scholastic theology, preferring the simple positive
exposition of doctrinal beliefs.55 It is quite revealing, however, that the only voice
in a Methodist publication protesting the very enterprise of developing a
comprehensive survey—rather than sticking to creeds and other first-order
forms—was a guest editorial by a Protestant Episcopal (i.e., Anglican) bishop.56
The more typical complaint about Watson’s Institutes was that the work’s
length and labored argumentation made it inaccessible to laypersons and begin-
ning candidates for ministerial orders. This concern sparked the first American
ventures in survey texts of Methodist 
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theology: in 1840 Amos Binney published a brief Theological Compend, which
was aimed at use by families and Sunday-schools (but made its way onto
ministerial courses of study at times!); and Thomas Ralston contributed a
somewhat longer survey of the Elements of Divinity in 1847, geared specifically
to beginning candidates for ministry.57
Though he showed no awareness of them, these two “popular” surveys
would have been ridiculed in Humphrey’s estimation of Methodist theology even
more sharply than he had dismissed Watson for being insufficiently
comprehensive and lacking systematic organization. Often in direct response to
this dismissal, most American Methodist writers after 1852 focussed their
energies on providing a more rigorous “scholastic” text than Watson.58 The prime
example is Samuel Wakefield’s Complete System of Christian Theology, pub-
lished in 1862.59 This text was explicitly a reworking of Watson, partly to provide
a less labored style. But its main agenda is evident in its title and its additions to
the subtitle; Wakefield’s version claimed to provide “A Concise, Comprehensive
and Systematic View of the Evidences, Doctrines, Morals and Institutions of
Christianity.” American Methodist Scholasticism had reached its stride!
It is no accident that Wakefield’s editing of Watson included giving
greater clarity and prominence to the intellectualist moral psychology present in
the original.60 This psychology, and its correlated model of religion, propelled the
growth of Methodist scholasticism. It also fostered a significant narrowing of
Wesley’s model of theological activity. Wesley’s model embraced the range of
activities that awaken, strengthen, and shape Christian character. On his terms,
the crafting of structures like the class meetings was as much an exercise of prac-
tical-theological judgment as was editing of a doctrinal catechism. But under the
terms of an intellectualist model, “theology” was equated more exclusively with
doctrinal instruction and apologetics. When such theology was pursued according
to strict scholastic assumptions, it sought to provide a comprehensive survey of
timeless truths, all rationally demonstrated. And even in those rare cases in the
second-half of the nineteenth century where some of the scholastic assumptions
were questioned, the intellectualist focus of Methodist theologies on formal
doctrinal instruction and apologetics remained.61
C. Institutionalization of Ministerial Education
A third major factor that impacted American Methodist understandings of
theology during the nineteenth century was the increasing insti-
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tutionalization of theological education. Some of the directions chosen in this
process further displaced Wesley’s model of practical theology.
1. Transitions in Ministerial Education.62 Given their lay status within
Anglicanism, there were no formal academic prerequisites for the initial
generation of American Methodist preachers. The training that they received was
mainly through apprenticeship. Each recruit was teamed for a period with a
seasoned itinerant—to benefit from the veteran’s model of effective exhorting, his
advice on means of discipline, and his introduction to reliable sources of food and
shelter. In addition to gaining a grounding in these basic skills of itinerant
ministry, there was also some expectation of the fledgling preacher to engage in
independent study of theological works like Wesley’s sermons and Fletcher’s
apologetics. During the founding period of Asbury’s leadership, however, there
was little accountability for this expectation, and even less pressure for reading
beyond these standard works.
Concern to provide more direction to the independent study of fledgling
preachers became public immediately following Asbury’s death. While this
concern encountered some resistance, it led to the adoption of an official course
of study for candidates for elder’s orders in each of the direct branches of
Methodism during the second quarter of the nineteenth century (and the UBC and
EA shortly later).63 Though more explicit in its listings, this course was still
designed for independent study, to be pursued over a series of years in the midst
of ministerial apprenticeship and practice. At its initiation, there were few stipu-
lations for supervision and examination of candidates. Moves to formalize this
process multiplied toward the end of the nineteenth century, eventuating in
standardized exams by the early twentieth century.
The other way to formalize independent study, of course, is to shift it into
academic institutions. There was strong peer pressure for Methodists to move in
this direction, matching the practice of many of their denominational competitors.
But while this option for education of Methodist ministers had scattered
proponents from the beginning, there was widespread resistance to contend with
initially. Among the common fears were that any move to require formal
academic training of prospective ministers would 1) encourage erroneous
doctrinal speculation, 2) unduly eliminate as ministerial candidates some who had
a divine call, 3) create a shortage of available itinerants, and 4) produce elders
unable—or unwilling—to minister to the lower classes.64 It is also clear that many
of the initial generation of traveling preachers viewed 
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the mounting call for more academic training as an implicit devaluation of the
contribution that they had made to the church.
Whatever their source, these hesitations about ministerial education did
not reflect a Methodist rejection of education in general. In fact, few were more
prolific than Methodists in creating colleges during the nineteenth century. But
unlike their earlier New England counterparts, Methodist colleges did not
originate primarily for ministerial education. They were designed for the moral,
cultural, and vocational education of all Christian citizens. It was in fulfilling this
larger goal that they contributed to the sense of need for more formal education of
ministers. There was increasing concern that Methodist preachers were losing the
ability to relate to (and the respect of) their academically-trained congregations!65
In response it became common by the mid-nineteenth century for the various
Methodist groups to encourage (though not require) their prospective ministers to
attend colleges as part of their preparation. With the emergence of specialized
theological institutes or seminaries in the latter part of the century, there was also
wide adoption of the policy of allowing graduation from such a formal program to
satisfy the requirement of the course of study. Even so, the course of study techni-
cally remained the standard route for ministerial education until 1956, when the
MC decided to make seminary education the required standard (continuing course
of study only as a very restricted optional route).
Thus, the saga of Methodist ministerial education led from almost
exclusive reliance on apprenticeship to being largely confined to a formal
academic setting. There is at least room to question whether this move involved
distancing of theological reflection from the praxis of the Christian community, in
direct contrast to Wesley’s practical theology. Daniel Curry raised this suspicion
with characteristic vigor in 1886, charging that pursuing formal theological
education detracted ministers from the work of preaching the pure and simple
gospel to common folk, replacing it with “bookish” concerns and academic
ambitions.66
2. Adoption of Continental Fourfold Curriculum. Curry appears to
have assumed that seminary education per se inappropriately separates theology
from the daily praxis of the Christian community. While this broad charge is
insupportable, the specific curricular form adopted by the emerging Methodist
seminaries has proven liable to this tendency. Virtually all earlier seminaries and
divinity schools founded in North America had organized around the fourfold
curriculum currently advo-
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cated in the continental European discussion of “theological encyclopedia” (i.e.,
Biblical Theology, Historical Theology, Systematic Theology, and Practical
Theology).67 In their drive to catch up, Methodists followed suit. Indeed, one of
the ironies of nineteenth-century theological education is that the “backwards”
Methodists played a prominent role in popularizing this continental curricular
model.
This irony is explained in part by a connection the American Methodists
had formed with the foremost arena of continental theological debate—Germany.
While natural roots for this connection lay in the EA and UBC, the MEC was
prominent in the initial contacts.68 This was because the MEC had been fortunate
enough to attract Wilhelm Nast, a native German who had studied for the
Lutheran ministry before immigrating to the United States. Nast took leadership
in MEC ministry among Germans, including an 1850 mission to start Methodist
work in Germany itself (the same year as EA contacts). John McClintock accom-
panied Nast to scout this project, and came home convinced of the preeminence
of German theological training. He subsequently helped entice William Warren
and John Hurst to pursue post-collegiate studies in Germany. These two ascended
quickly to the presidencies of the schools of theology at Boston and Drew respec-
tively, and standardized the preference for faculty prospects to have studied in
Germany. 
On a broader scale, McClintock was committed to upgrading the level of
theological scholarship in America—to match the German standard. His main
venture in this regard was launching a multi-volume encyclopedic survey of bibli-
cal, theological, and ecclesiastical scholarship.69 The articles were prepared by
American (and a few British) scholars, but highlighted German contributions in
the area of theological method. Notably, the article on the discipline of
theological encyclopedia lamented the lack of a proper book of this genre in
English, citing this as part of the reason for the neglect of English theological
work in Germany.70 A first attempt to address this lacuna was the posthumous
publication in 1873 of McClintock’s own inaugural lectures on theological
encyclopedia at Drew.71 Then in 1884 John Hurst teamed with George Crooks to
publish through MEC auspices the first English translation of the most influential
German theological encyclopedia, supplementing each section with a bib-
liography of relevant English works.72
With all of this interest in the fourfold theological encyclopedia, it is little
surprise that this curricular structure defined the seminaries emerging throughout
the Methodist family and came to dominate even 
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the course of study by the end of the century.73 The problems inherent in this
structure also progressively permeated Methodist theological education. While
the identification of distinct theological interests like biblical studies or pastoral
care is hardly illegitimate, the tendency of this specific model was to fragment
theological education by striving to establish clear disciplinary borders between
each interest and urging that these borders not be crossed. The theological status
of the resulting disciplines was also called into question when theology “proper”
was identified as only one of the four (Systematics).74
The impact of this structure can be illustrated by contrasting the discipline
of Practical Theology with Wesley’s “practical theology.” In Wesley’s case we
were not dealing with a specific discipline, but with the overall character of his
theological activity. He kept consideration of Christian praxis at the center of
theological reflection, integrating his interaction with the whole range of
theological interests around this touchstone. By contrast, Practical Theology was
rendered an “application” discipline in Methodist theological education—i.e., it
was reduced to applying to Christian life the truths previously established by
Systematics, and limited at first largely to technical considerations of preaching
and evangelism.75 While its focus of application broadened somewhat over time to
include pastoral care and social action, its derivative theological status has only
recently been seriously challenged.76 It has thus served as a graphic symbol of a
growing dichotomy between “theory” and “practice” in American Methodist
theological education.
3. The Professional Systematic Theologian. A major factor contributing
to this increasing dichotomy was the professionalization of the office of
theologian that took place in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. This office
had been initially defined by Wesley, who integrated doctrinal reflection with
pastoral oversight of his Methodist movement. While Francis Asbury laid claim
to this “episcopal” teaching office in the American church, his focus on
administrative issues set a precedent that marginalized the teaching role in later
episcopal practice. The teaching office effectively passed to the book stewards
and journal editors, who could define Methodist doctrine by their publication
decisions.77 The most successful editors were those skilled in confessional
apologetics—e.g., Nathan Bangs, Albert Bledsoe,78 and Daniel Whedon. Their
move to prominence elevated a model of “theology” that, admitting its
importance in its place, lacked the first-order forms and formative focus of
Wesley’s practical theology.
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As the newly-founded seminaries subsequently gathered steam, they
garnered an increasing share of the de facto teaching office. Since they were
devoted to training for pastoral ministry, these institutions seemed promising
arenas for recovering a model of theology that reintegrated doctrinal reflection
with Christian praxis and formative pastoral concern. This promise was
heightened by the fact that the initial professors of doctrinal theology at these
schools typically came to teaching (mentoring) late in life, bringing with them
extensive pastoral experience.79 Unfortunately, this potential for integration would
soon dissipate. The countervailing pressures of the lauded continental model of
the academic theologian proved too strong.
One of these pressures was for scholars to train specifically for an
academic vocation and to devote their entire career to it. The second generation of
doctrinal theologians in Methodist seminaries were already approximating this
pattern.80 By the third generation, many considered it self-evident that spending
one’s entire career in teaching was superior to “coming to theology” (sic) late in
life from the parish!81 If early American Methodists had been prone to distrust
those who spent time in the academy, Methodist theologians were now prone to
dismiss those who spent too much time outside of it.
Alongside this progressive isolating of the theology professor within the
academy, the continental model also pressed—as noted earlier—toward the iso-
lation of the four major areas of theological concern from one another. The
impact of this pressure in American Methodist circles was signaled by the shift
from producing scholastic compendiums (which could include biblical and his-
torical sections) to observing the disciplinary restrictions of Systematic Theology.
Major theology texts across the spectrum of the movement that were published in
the thirty years following the appearance of McClintock’s theological
encyclopedia all adopted this narrower focus.82 From this point on, only the most
gifted scholar would dare teach or write in more than one area of the theological
curriculum, and even these exceptional folk (like Henry Sheldon) carefully
observed the disciplinary boundaries within their various published works.83
Protests against the separation of doctrinal theology from biblical studies, and
revisionist attempts to bridge this gap, were both quietly ignored.84
The fragmentation went further yet. The fourfold model technically
included the areas of dogmatics, polemics, apologetics, and ethics in Systematic
Theology. But with professionalization came the pressure for 
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each of these to become a separate specialty. Thus, many of the systematic
theologies just mentioned purposefully restricted themselves to dogmatics or
doctrinal theology.85 Separate volumes of apologetics were left to other
specialists.86 And Christian ethics began to enter the curriculum as a distinct
theological discipline.87 This latter development was the most significant (in
comparison to Wesley) because theologians were now theoretically trying to
separate consideration of what Christians believe from consideration of how they
should act.
A final pressure of the continental model that deserves attention is its
demand for systematization in doctrinal theology itself. Concern with establishing
systematic connections between doctrines was not unique to the continental
model. Nineteenth-century British and American theologians emphasized this role
as part of their argument that theology qualified as a (Baconian) science.
Methodists were no exception.88 But through the influence of Schleiermacher and
Hegel, a distinctive approach to systematization came to characterize the
continental model. It was no longer enough simply to show that the various
Christian doctrines were congruent. The goal became to demonstrate that they
were all entailed in (or derived from) a single Idea or principle. The introduction
of this conception of systematization into American Methodist theology is easy to
locate. Upon completing his studies in Germany, William Warren was invited to
remain and teach at the theological institute Methodists had established in
Bremen. In 1865 he published the introductory volume of a planned systematic
theology to use in his teaching. This volume mapped out his proposal that
Methodist theology should be unified by organizing all doctrines around the
systematic principle of perfect love—i.e., the distinctive Methodist conception of
the interrelationship of God and humanity.89 While Warren’s project was never
completed, being interrupted by his return to take the presidency of the school of
theology at Boston in 1867, his proposal proved influential on the direction of
subsequent American Methodist theology.90 There was an increased focus on the
internal consistency of the System, often at the expense of reciprocal interaction
with the (messy) life and issues of the community of faith in the world.
It must be admitted that each of the developments that we have been
considering had benefits. The professional Methodist theologian could bring more
time, more precise focus, and greater scholarly resources to his or her reflection.
But these benefits came with the tradeoffs of specialization. One obvious tradeoff
was the reshaping of “theology” into 
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an academic product, distinguished sharply from those forms of literary activity
that most directly awaken and shape spiritual life (e.g., hymns, sermons, and
liturgy).91 It became increasingly rare for theologians to write for the laity; they
wrote for the academy. Of course, pastors-in-training were part of the academy,
so one might assume that academic theologians addressed congregations
indirectly through their pastoral “apprentices.” But the reality is that the division
of labor broadly assumed in the academy mitigated against apprenticeship.
Professional theologians were considered to cultivate theology as a science for its
own sake, while pastors simply applied the results of this science to the
congregation.92 There was little rationale for training pastors in the “science” of
theologizing, and little reason to assume that theologians had the experience to
mentor in application!
The defining characteristic of Methodist theological education at the end
of the nineteenth century was how seldom these tradeoffs were noticed, let alone
lamented. It is small wonder that by mid-twentieth century the seminaries (and
professional systematic theologians) had lost any de facto role that they held
earlier in the teaching office of the church.93
4. Impact on Wesley as Theological Mentor. It is also small wonder that
by the turn of the century academic theologians hardly knew what to make of
Wesley as a theologian. On the fourfold model most of Wesley’s theological
productions would fall within the application discipline of Practical Theology,
which is precisely the realm to which a few restricted his interest and abilities.94
Others rejected this narrow classification, allowing that Wesley combined aspects
of the professional theologian with those of the practical Christian teacher.95 But
this concession only heightened the problem. What serious theologian would
overlook these boundaries? And why did Wesley never undertake the central
theological task of a Systematic Theology? Some of his academic descendants
were inclined to excuse Wesley on the basis of his misfortune of training in the
methodological backwaters of Anglican theology.96 Others appealed to a
supposed principle of historical development—that revivals of Christian life
inevitably focus on immediate ministry, while creative epochs of theological
science necessarily follow and consolidate these revivals.97 In either case, the
departure of later Methodist theologians from Wesley’s model of theological
activity was neatly justified; after all, Wesley had not been a “real” theologian!
With an attitude such as this, it is little surprise that Wesley’s Notes 
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and Sermons were disappearing from the course of study by 1900.98 The result
was that Methodist pastors (and future theologians) were exposed less and less to
Wesley as a mentor even in doctrinal claims, let alone in theological method. By
1909 Olin Curtis—who had been teaching Systematic Theology for twenty years
in Methodist seminaries—could concede that he had only recently examined the
fourteen volumes of Wesley’s Works and had been astonished by the level of
Wesley’s doctrinal concern!99
D. Coming of Age in Twentieth-Century North America
As the example of Curtis suggests, North American Methodist theologians
were in a very different situation entering the twentieth century than they had
been a hundred years before. Any perceived restrictiveness of loyalties to past
theological voices and models had been neutralized. They were free to embrace
the latest currents in culture and theology. And they were quick to take advantage
of this freedom. Methodists assumed leadership roles in the range of innovative
programs and reactions that have characterized twentieth-century North American
theology.100 Methodist theology had “come of age”!
But had it also become captive to the “spirit of the age”? With the benefit
of what perspective we can have on such recent developments, it seems that this
was too much the case. By the turn of the century the Enlightenment assumptions
that permeated North American culture, and had been creeping into Methodist
theology for some time, were broadly championed by Methodist theologians. The
experience of North American churches through the twentieth century would
evidence that some of these assumptions (such as the individualism noted in the
introduction) were inimical to Christian faith.101 I want to draw attention to how
some of them also have mitigated the likelihood of recovering Wesley’s practical
theology through most of the century.
A fundamental assumption of the Enlightenment was the superiority of
modern knowledge and methods over traditional truth-claims. This assumption
was blithely endorsed by Randolph Sinks Foster (a former theology professor and
current MEC bishop) when he began a multi-volume series of Studies in Theology
in 1891 with the claim that “We know more today than our fathers a hundred
years ago. We have truer beliefs than they had.” It is little wonder that Foster
almost never interacts with Wesley in his series!102 His precedent would be widely
emulated in twentieth-century Methodist liberalism.
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Another relevant Enlightenment emphasis was optimism about humanity.
In psychological terms this entailed the inherent goodness of human nature. Moral
failures reflected simply the inadequate use of reason to control our passions and
appetites. Enduring moral defects were accounted for as the product of negative
experiences and habits, or as reactions to the imposition of repressive social
constraints upon the individual. An indication that these themes were penetrating
Methodist theology by the turn of the century is provided by Henry Sheldon’s
insistence that while the church may have some effective instrumentality in
nurturing Christian character, it has no sovereign prerogative in its produc-
tion—that belongs to the individual.103 This helps explain why twentieth-century
Methodist theology has largely undervalued the role that Wesley assigned to the
church in shaping (imposing?!) holiness in individuals’ lives through its
communal support and first-order forms of practical-theological activity.104
In historical terms the optimism of the Enlightenment involved a con-
viction of the evolutionary progress of humanity, not only physically but socially
and morally as well. The presence of this conviction within early twentieth-
century Methodist circles can be illustrated by James Mudge’s choice of motto for
a book on Christian Perfection: “Progress is the law of life, man is not man as
yet.”105 To be sure, such a bald assertion would not pass unchallenged in the
broader Methodist community. But the very attempt to reject it contributed to its
impact on the form and agenda of twentieth-century Methodist theological
activity. This is because Enlightenment critics, assuming the progress of humanity
as a self-evident norm, had begun to judge the value of cultural expressions by
their contribution to (or debilitation of) that progress. When this test was applied
to religion it called forth a distinctively modern form of apologetics. Respondents
tried to demonstrate that certain religious convictions were fundamental for estab-
lishing the value of human life and for driving the progress of human culture.
Many also vied to convince that their particular religious tradition was the most
beneficial in this regard. American Methodists began dabbling in this modern
apologetic enterprise as early as 1881, when Daniel Dorchester justified the
rejection of scholastic forms of theology (whether compendiums or Systematics!)
by some progressive Protestants on the grounds that they were simply removing
the obscuring husks of dogma and allowing the pure Christian faith in humanity,
God, Christ’s divinity, and ethical order to shine through.106
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Dorchester’s claim can serve to mark the emergence of a major transition
in the focus of professional American Methodist theological activity.107 This focus
had earlier been primarily internal to the faith community, seeking to clarify the
Methodist doctrinal stance among its adherents and to defend this stance against
the attack of other Christian traditions. But now the focus was broadening to
incorporate an external concern, the defense of religion before its “cultured
despisers” in modern society. As Dorchester had hinted, this change in focus had
direct implications for the form of theological productions. Henry Sheldon can
serve again as a pivotal example. After issuing System of Christian Doctrine in
1900, Sheldon’s next publication on doctrine was The Essentials of
Christianity.108 The echoes of Adolf Harnack were not accidental! Sheldon had
become convinced that the present setting had less need of a comprehensive
system than of a shorter “interpretation” of Christianity that could demonstrate its
positive value for human individuals and society (i.e., a modern apologetic).
Sheldon was not alone in this decision. With the turn of the century the
production of major Systematic Theologies virtually ceased among mainline
American Methodists.109 Those assigned to teach Systematic Theology turned to
producing introductions and interpretations of Christian belief (or of individual
doctrines), all with a modern apologetic slant.110 What differences there were
between these various projects revolved around disagreements over which
methods and emphases were most appropriate for this apologetic agenda.
1. Liberalism: The Turn to Experience. The largest chorus of voices on
such issues at the turn of the century gathered under the banner of “liberalism.”111
Liberals were convinced that Methodists had avoided for too long a rethinking of
their doctrinal beliefs in light of the advances of modern learning. They tried to
initiate this process by introducing modern methods and conclusions into the
curriculum of Methodist colleges and seminaries. The response was often quite
heated. A particular flashpoint concerned the application of modern historical-
critical methods to Scripture. There was also the infamous debate over evolution.
For present purposes, however, the most interesting point of contention was the
passing appeal to Wesley by some Methodist liberals precisely to endorse the
Enlightenment assumption of the superiority of modern knowledge and methods
over traditional truth-claims. As one proponent put it: “Back to Wesley is forward
into the spirit of what is best in the twentieth century!”112
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To understand this claim, it helps to note that the specific weakness that
Enlightenment critics decried in traditional approaches to knowledge was their
identification of truth as conformity to particularistic authoritative canons. In
contrast to such “confessionalism,” Enlightenment thinkers insisted that truth-
claims should be based on criteria that are available to any person at any
time—with reason and empirical experience being the most broadly accepted
examples. The appeal to experience drew the particular attention of Methodist
liberals. They saw correlations with the emphasis on experience by both Wesley
and later Methodists. They began to tout as a virtue of Methodism that, unlike
other confessional movements who forced ill-fitting traditional dogmas upon
present experience, Methodists had allowed their theology to flow naturally out of
religious experience.113
Building on this supposed precedent, many Methodist liberals championed
a modern “empirical” approach to theology.114 The most influential advocate was
Harris Franklin Rall (son of an EA pastor and professor of theology at Garrett).115
Rall insisted that Christian theology was not meant to be the master of religious
life, but its servant; it was not meant to determine from external sources like
Scripture or dogma what religious experience ought to entail, but to set forth what
is implicit in Christian religious experience itself and then develop the theological
conceptions that this experience entails. Rall was confident that the outcome of
this process would accord with the essential teachings of the Bible. More impor-
tantly, he believed that it was the most effective way to make evident to modern
persons how Christian faith addressed their needs.116
What Rall and others were advocating as the model for theology was, of
course, a Glaubenslehre—a phenomenological description of the convictions of
the present religious community. In their claim that this model was charac-
teristically Methodist, they were reading Wesley too much through the eyes of
Schleiermacher (or his progeny, Ritschl).117 Wesley would share their contempt
for a dogmatic theology imposed upon people without consideration of their
specific needs and situation. But he would not be content with an alternative
where doctrine is derived unilaterally from Christian experience. This is because
Wesley would not share the apparent assumption that Christian life emerges
“naturally” into authentic forms, an assumption often expressed by Methodist
liberals in specific disparaging contrast with any who would maintain a necessary
role for formative disciplines or institutions.118 As 
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long as this assumption reigned, there could be little hope of these theologians
appreciating or recovering the formative interaction of Christian tradition with
present experience that characterized Wesley’s practical theology.
2. Boston Personalist Philosophy of Religion. The most prominent
school within Methodist theology through the first half of this century, and the
one that Methodists were most identified with in other circles, was Boston
Personalism. This school was part of the larger liberal chorus, but placed a special
emphasis on the philosophy of religion. Whereas many Methodist liberals
distrusted philosophical speculation and limited themselves (in theory!) simply to
describing Christian experience, Borden Parker Bowne—the father of Boston
Personalism—saw such empirical work as preliminary to the crucial task of
providing metaphysical justification for Christian faith. What Bowne is best
known for is his defense of a type of neo-Kantian idealism, which he named
“personalism,” as the metaphysic that is most appropriate to Christian faith and
most adequate by modern standards.119 While this metaphysic itself would fall
into disfavor by mid-century, two of the implications for theology that Bowne and
his followers drew from their philosophical work merit our attention, partly
because of their continuing influence in Methodist circles.120
One of the defining characteristics of Boston Personalism is the way that
their neo-Kantianism reenforced the rationalism and individualism already
present in much Methodist theology. This effect was purposeful, in that
personalists self-consciously built their theology upon (neo-Kantian) psychology.
On these terms, religious formation was basically equated with moral education,
with religion having at most the extra benefit of a more powerful intellectual
motive for obedience (viewing the moral law as the will of God) and some added
emotional warmth.121 But religion as traditionally understood and practiced also
had many features that were considered to threaten its moral potential. As such, a
major theme in Boston Personalism was the need to rationalize and moralize
modern religion by purifying it of all mystical and ceremonial overlays.122 Among
these “overlays” were many of the first-order activities and forms so central to
Wesley’s practical theology! It is little wonder that personalists found it hard to
value Wesley’s concern for these matters.
This difficulty was reinforced by a shift in the identification of the most
essential aspect of theological activity. With personalists the 
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emphasis moved from doctrinal theology itself to “meta-theological” issues of the
philosophical grounding for both religious belief and doctrinal claims.123 This
shift was at the root of their dissatisfaction with the approach of other liberals like
Rall. Personalists insisted that the (apologetic) theological task should not be
limited to articulating Christian experience, the most crucial dimension of this
task was the use of reason to construct “foundations” for that experience.124 For
Albert Knudson this ultimately meant the identification of the task of Systematic
Theology as the construction of a philosophical theism.125 On such a definition,
Wesley’s first-order work would inevitably come across as characterizing at best
an evangelist, hardly a theologian.126
3. Neo-Orthodoxy and Neo-Wesleyanism. The apologetic strategy of
Boston Personalism, like that of Methodist liberalism in general, was explicitly
revisionist. In order to demonstrate the value of Christian faith to modern persons,
it was often judged necessary to adjust traditional Christian commitments to fit
the constraints of current thought.127 But this assumed that current thought was
fully compatible with the essentials of Christian faith. Through the initial decades
of the twentieth century a significant minority challenged this assumption. This
minority multiplied dramatically as the warning sirens of continental Neo-
Orthodoxy found resonance in North America between the World Wars.
The best representative of the Neo-Orthodox agenda in its North
American Methodist guise is Edwin Lewis. A survey of his works makes clear
that he was as concerned as anyone in his day to offer a modern apologetic. He
was simply convinced that traditional Christian commitments to such things as the
reality of a supernatural order addressed the needs of modern persons more
adequately than any revised alternative could.128 The true apologetic task, for
Lewis, was finding ways to proclaim these traditional commitments so that it is
more evident how they answer the questions that modern persons are asking (i.e.,
the best apologetic was a good dogmatic!).
In its broader expression Neo-Orthodoxy was characterized by a renewed
interest in the theology of the Magisterial Reformers (especially Luther and
Calvin). As Methodists jumped in, they naturally developed a parallel Neo-
Wesleyan interest.129 But this did not foster an immediate recovery of Wesley’s
model of theological activity. The reason is that the major agenda of the studies of
Wesley at this point was to emphasize his similarities to the Magisterial
Reformers. Those pressing this agenda found it necessary to concede at the outset
that Wesley was 
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not a “real” theologian—like, say, Calvin!130 Their desire to recover Wesley’s
doctrine to proclaim, distracted them from the suggestion of Wesley’s theological
practice that awakening and nurturing Christian life requires much more than
proclamation.131
It bears adding, however, that the neo-orthodox interest in Protestant roots
was part of a larger concern with confessional identity and connections stirred by
the emerging ecumenical dialogue. It was out of this broader dialogue that some
theologians, notably Albert Outler, began after mid-century to encourage their
fellow Methodists to recover their Wesleyan tradition in its own right, not filtered
through a standardized Protestant screen.132
4. Process Theology. Before tracing further Outler’s suggestion, a
development in philosophical theology deserves brief notice. As the personalist
metaphysic faded from favor at mid-century, a new philosophical theism built on
the metaphysic of Albert North Whitehead assumed its place of prominence.
While this “process theology” has not been as closely identified with Methodism
as was Boston Personalism, it is striking how many Methodists have played a
significant role in it—beginning with Schubert Ogden and John B. Cobb, Jr.133
Sparked in part by the renewed concern to connect with tradition, many of these
Methodist participants have reflected on the similarities between their Wesleyan
roots and their process commitments.134 For one stream of process theologians
(epitomized by Cobb) these similarities have grown to include an emphasis on
renewing practical theological reflection in the church.135 For the other major
stream the defining task of a modern (apologetic) theology remains the
construction of a philosophical metaphysic.136
5. The Challenge of Contextual Theologies. Their concern to construct
such a metaphysic places the latter stream of process theologians in tension with
what has emerged as the dominant trend in North American theology over the last
thirty years. This trend is the insistence upon the inescapable contextuality of all
theological reflection, in direct challenge to the earlier Enlightenment desire that
all truth-claims be universally demonstrable and universally applicable. This
Enlightenment desire has itself been contextualized, and its desirability called into
question.137
One impetus toward the more positive valuation of the contextuality of
theology was the ecumenical dialogue, as it struggled to discern the authentic
relation of the various Christian traditions to one another. The 
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most significant impetus, however, has been the entry of “other voices” into the
enterprise of academic theology—which was previously a European and Euro-
American male stronghold. This entry was accompanied with predictable ferment,
which at times has served to exacerbate the separation of academic theology from
the ongoing life of Christian communities.138 But overall, as noted at the begin-
ning of this study, the impact has been to cause a rethinking of the essential nature
of theology, looking for ways to relate it more integrally to the praxis of specific
communities of faith.
As the reigning model of academic theology has been called into question,
Methodist theologians have been freed to reconsider earlier forms of theological
activity. At least one, Thomas Oden, has seen the eclipse of the Enlightenment as
justifying a return to producing a lengthy Systematic Theology.139 By contrast,
Albert Outler found this transition a fruitful time for reappraising Wesley’s model
of theological activity. At first, this meant only defending Wesley’s “folk
theology” as a legitimate supplement to academic theology.140 Eventually, Outler
was insisting that Wesley’s theological model was an authentic and creative form
in its own right, that need not be compared negatively to academic theology.141
Some others have gone further yet, suggesting that Wesley’s model should be
valued (and recovered!) as a more primary expression of theology than what
characterizes present reigning academic models.142
IV. Lessons Toward a Recovery of Practical Theology
With this renewed interest of professional theologians in Wesley’s model
of theological activity our historical investigation has come full circle. My
remaining task is to suggest a few lessons from the saga just sketched for those
hoping to recover something like Wesley’s practical theology.
The first lesson is simply that we Methodists need to overcome a
persistent bad conscience about our theological identity. For too long we have
been preoccupied with winning theological respect by conforming to the
academic expectations of Reformed Scholasticism, or continental Systematic
Theology, or German liberalism with its Glaubenslehre, and so on. There are
undeniably benefits that we have gained, and continue to gain, from dialogue with
these and other theological movements; but we have typically failed to see (or
offer!) what valuable insights we might bring to such dialogue ourselves.
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As an example of such an insight, the second lesson that I would suggest
Methodists should draw from their history is the importance of continually
affirming that the life of the Christian community in the world (which includes
the academy!), rather than the academy per se, is the proper arena for defining the
nature and task of theology. This identification would certainly not rule out such
activities as defenses of theological methodology, apologetic dialogue with
modern science, or construction of philosophical metaphysics; but it would resist
the current tendency in the academy to identify theology almost exclusively with
these undertakings, devaluing traditional first-order activities aimed at nurturing
and shaping the Christian worldview in believers’ lives.
There is another lesson that I believe the distinctive saga of Methodist
theology can offer to the entire Christian community. Wesley’s emphasis on first-
order activities that form the Christian worldview in believers’ lives was
integrally connected to his affectional moral psychology. As this moral
psychology faded in American Methodism, so did the concern with many of these
first-order activities. Under an intellectualist moral psychology it often seemed
that all that was needed to “make” Christians was a cogent rational summary of
the Christian faith. And under the optimistic (indeed, romantic) psychology of the
Enlightenment, this could be reduced further to merely a reflective account that
raises consciousness of the native faith within each of us. If contemporary North
American Methodist churches—and their Christian siblings—are to provide the
character-forming influence that our culture so badly needs, I am convinced that
they must challenge these optimistic and intellectualist psychologies that continue
to permeate this culture.143 We need to recover the insights into human nature
embedded in an affectional moral psychology like that of Wesley. Some progress
in this regard can be discerned in the renewed interest in character ethics, but
there is still much work to be done.144
The final lesson that I would mention relates to the structures of pro-
fessional theological education. I am obviously sympathetic with the current calls
for theological education to focus more on producing “practical theologians.” The
preceding historical survey should make it clear that this shift in focus will
necessarily involve changes in instructional curriculum and structures. For
example, the current fragmentation in the self-understanding of the various
theological disciplines can only be overcome by curricular changes that
encourage individual faculty members to interact across the range of disciplinary
concerns and 
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the corporate faculty to teach in integrative situations.145 Likewise, the distance
between the academy and the church can be bridged only as the dimension of
apprenticeship is made more integral to the structure of theological education. In
part this will mean cooperation between schools and churches, as local
congregations and pastors help mentor theological students.146 But it should go
further than this. Instructors in theological disciplines ought to be mentors in first-
order theological activities as well. Their involvement in some form of first-order
ministry is desirable for nurturing their sensitivity to the practical-theological
dimension of their specialized discipline. Undoubtedly, many faculty have such
involvement “on the side.” But as long as it remains ancillary to the expectations
and reward system, it is not likely to transform the underlying self-understanding
of the theological academy. I believe that it is time to talk seriously about such
notions as partial-load assignments and/or fully-supported sabbaticals for
theological faculty in parish and other ministry settings.147 Maybe then we can
counterbalance the current academic emphases with Wesley’s emphasis on the
pastor/theologian actively shepherding a community of faith in the world!
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